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Obama: 'No excuse' Jobless
for website foul-ups rate drops
to 7.2%
Jobless 10
rate
Percent of
civilian labor
force that
is unemployed,
by month,
seasonally
adjusted:

Taylor Reed
Have you met our 2013 UAH Homecoming
King? It's pretty hard not to have met him. He's
a member of the Student Leadership Program,
he's on Blue Crew, he is the Consul of Student
Government Association, and he's a UAH Lancer
Student Ambassador. Taylor Reed is pretty much
everywhere!
Reed, a Junior majoring in Mechanical
Engineering, went to Sparkman High School.
A Harvest, Ala., native, he knew UAH was the
college he wanted to attend because of our highly
reputable engineering school. What he didn't
realize is how involved in student activities he
would become and how much he would enjoy the
student involvement.
In high school, Reed played soccer and
baseball. He planned to play one of the two sports
at UAH, but it just was not in the cards. On April
27, 2011, when the National Weather Service
issued over ninety tornado warnings within the
state of Alabama, Reed's home in the Anderson
Hills subdivision was destroyed. "I had to choose
between going to tryouts and focusing on my
family," Reed says. "I chose family."
At first Reed stayed with family and
friends, then he, along with his family, moved into
an apartment his senior year of high school. Reed
remembers, "It was so weird. I didn't have clothes,
shoes, or anything. Christmas came around and
we didn't have any decorations." After revealing
this, Reed chuckles and says, "UAH has helped
with that, though. Now everything in my closet is

7.2%

By Anita Kumar and Tony Pugh McClatchy
Washington Bureau
President Barack Obama said
Monday that he was angry and
frustrated with the failures of the
federal government's new health
care website and he vowed to
solve them as soon as possible.
Obama said a team of
America's top private-sector tech
experts was working around the
clock to fix Healthcare.gov, though
he and his staff declined to name the
companies that are involved or to
provide a deadline
"There's no sugarcoating
it," the president said at a R&se
Garden event with supporters of the
health care overhaul. "It's fair to say
that nobody is more frustrated by that
than I am. ... There's no excuse for
the problems, and these problems
are getting fixed."
Obama, in his first extensive
remarks since the botched Oct. 1
rollout of the insurance marketplace,
said the law that aims to provide
more comprehensive, affordable
health coverage remained a success
and that any problems stemmed from
interest that exceeded expectations.

Nearly 20 million people have visited 31 to sign up for coverage. The
the website, and more than half a administration doesn't expect to
million have successfully submitted extend the deadline, but it appeared
to open the door Monday to the
applications.
'The product is good," the possibility that those who were trying
president said. "The health insurance to purchase insurance and had
that's being provided is good. It's problems with the website might be
exempted from the law's penalty for
high quality and it's affordable."
The federal marketplace was remaining uninsured.
Under current rules, people
supposed to provide a one-stop site
for users in 36 states to browse, who buy marketplace coverage
compare and enroll in qualified after Feb. 15 could be subject to
health plans. But numerous software fines under the individual mandate
which requires most Americans
problems overwhelmed the site
shortly after the enrollment period to have insurance or pay a penalty
for 2014 coverage began. Some _ because their enrollment may not
improvements have been made, but begin in time to meet the deadline.
The administration is considering
delays and malfunctions continue.
rules that
would allow
A new Washington Post- new
ABC poll released Monday found marketplace coverage purchased
that 56 percent of Americans say after Feb. 15 to be eligible under the
the website problems are part of mandate.
'The law is clear that if you
a broader problem with the law's
implementation, while just 40 percent do not have access to affordable
see them as an isolated incident. health insurance, you will not be
Recent polls generally find that more forced to pay a penalty," White
people oppose the law than support House spokesman Jay Carney said.
Republicans'
insistence
it.
Consumers
have
until
March that the health care makeover

©2013 MCT
Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

By Kevin G. Hall
McClatchy Washington Bureau

Employers added a disappointing 148,000 jobs in
September but the unemployment rate trickled down
a touch to 7.2 percent, the government said Tuesday
in a closely followed report more than two weeks late
because of the partial government shutdown.
Economists had been flying blind in October as
several key government reports were sidelined by the
shutdown. Chief among them was the September jobs
report since employment has become a key real-time
barometer of the economy's health.
And Tuesday that report came in mixed.
Mainstream economists had expected as much as
180,000 new jobs last month, so the actual number
was a letdown. But the Bureau of Labor Statistics also
revised prior months' numbers, and the 169,000 jobs
first reported in August was revised up to 193,000.
the strong August, Tuesday's report suggest
the economy was decelerating before the partial
government shutdown that began on Oct. 1 and threat
Blue."
of a voluntary default on U.S. bonds.
Reed loves sports and has always been a
"The bad news is that the job market was soft
basketball fan which was evident when he won
even before the government shutdown and debt limit
brinksmanship," said Mark Zandi, chief economist for
forecaster Moody's Analytics. "The good news is that if
lawmakers don't make significant changes to policy in
By Jeff Car r
the upcoming budget negotiations, and I don't think they
ball
in
with
3.6
seconds
on
the
clock.
If you were not at Spragins Hall last to face the men's Alumni. Although
will, the fiscal drag will fade going into next year and job
they
managed
more
points
than
the
The
scrimmage
ended
in
fireworks
Friday night, then you missed one
as Ronnie Mack channeled his inner growth will re-accelerate."
sororities,
the
frats
were
no
match
crazy night.
The drag he cited includes this year's end of a
Midnight Madness started for a company led by current UAH Jordan and hit a buzzer-beating
payroll-tax
holiday that meant American workers were
three-pointer..
.from
half
court.
Not
off with the cowing of the 2013-2014 assistant coach David Ivey, Josh
again contributing the full amount of their payments into
Yost,
Elliot
Jones
and
Josh
Magette.
a
person
in
the
crowd
was
sitting
as
Homecoming King and Queen. Nhuthe Medicare and Social Security systems, reducing
An Nguyen was crowned Queen as The sight of UAH's all-time assist the ball split the net putting the team
jBy Eryn Johnson
what had been extra spending money for consumers.
Taylor Reed was crowned King. As leader shot a bit of electricity into in Blue up by three.
The drag alsd comes from the budget sequester, which
Despite
that
magic,
Ronnie
the
crowd
who
were
ecstatic
all
Friday, October 25
the cameras were flashing the King
imposed across-the-board cuts in spending by parts of
lost
the
three-point
contest
to
Caleb
night.
Both
the
women's
and
the
took the mic and stole the show. "I
4 PM - Trunk or Treat @ Parking Garage 3,a floor
the government including defense, a big part of the U.S.
men's
Alumni
had
Charger
fans
Duke,
whose
sweet
stroke
just
edged
have one question for everybody!"
economy.
remembering
the
not-so-distant
past
out
in
a
few
extra
sets
of
shots.
7 PM - VB vs. Valdosta State @ Spragins Hall
Reed said in front of a stunned crowd.
The private sector created 129,000 jobs in
of
two
great
basketball
programs.
Shannon
Steinert
won
the
women's
"Who's ready for some basketball?"
September, Tuesday's report said, the average for the
7:07 PM - Hockey vs. Bemidji State @ VBC
One
of
the
overarching
side
and
squared
off
against
Caleb
At that instant the UAH's new King
past three months. It's a soft number for the world's
ripped off his khakis and his jacket, themes of the night was the blue in a one on one match for all the
Saturday, October 26
largest economy, and Jason Furman, the new head of
vs.
white
competition.
At
the
end
of
bragging
rights.
Shannon
couldn't
sporting a full Charger basketball
the White House Council of Economic Advisers said the
2 PM - VB vs. West Georgia @ Spragins Hall
uniform which was hidden beneath. the night, depending on which side quite top the stroke though, as Caleb
average is "lower than we can be fully satisfied with,
won,
a
handful
of
students
would
get
took
home
the
night's
honor
of
threeThe crowd erupted and Midnight
7:07 PM - Hockey vs. Bemidji State @ VBC
partially
reflecting the effects of fiscal contraction."
to
shoot
a
half-court
shot
for $1400. point champ.
Madness was underway!
House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio,
The
night
was
finished
off
The
color
that
won
the
night
would
The Homecoming King was
Sunday, October 27
pounced on the sluggish jobs report, using a statement
have
a
few
more
shooters
than
the
by
a
ridiculous
dunk
contest
between
the emcee for the whole night and
minutes after the release of the report to re-engage on
1 PM - WSOC vs. Lee @ Charger Park
was also the man behind the scenes color that lost, but both colors had Conner Blasi, Justin Ward and
the fight that shut down the government over Republican
Seab
Webster.
Conner
and
Justin
in planning this year's event. Reed representatives at the end.
3:30 PM - MSOC vs. Lee @ Charger Park
opposition to the Affordable Care Act.
The
night
transitioned
from
advanced
through
the
first
round,
and Blue Crew really stepped it up
"Add the higher costs and rising premiums of
the
past
players
to
the
present
ones.
with
Conner
jamming
home
a
sick
this year and put on a show including
5 PM - Kappa Delta Shining Safely @ Kappa Delta
The women were introduced as the one in which he touched the ball to ObamaCare on top of disappointing jobs numbers and
two
Alumni
games,
inter-squad
House
underwhelming wage growth, and you have a recipe for
scrimmages, as well as a thrilling crowd were re-introduced to the 2013 the backboard and then slammed it
economic stagnation," the speaker said. "That's why in
home
with
both
hands.
Justin
saved
Monday, October 28
Gulf
South
Conference
tournament
dunk contest that involved a Charger
the weeks and months ahead Republicans are going to
champions.
During
the
ensuing
best
dunk
for
last.
He
rode
a
his
Cycle used as a prop. Above all,
9 AM - Art & Art History @ Salmon Library Gallery
continue to work to stop the president's health care law,
intra-squad
scrimmage,
Charger
Charger
Cycle
into
the
court
and
Charger fans are ready for some
(through 11/1)
and to pursue pro-growth policies that strengthen our
fans
were
impressed
by
a
stellar
set
it
just
inside
the
paint.
Catching
basketball.
economy and expand opportunity for all Americans."
performance
from
Dina
Saunders
an
alley-oop
pass
while
clearing
5 PM - Study w/ the Sigma's @ Salmon Library 2nd
The night kicked off with a
Economists think the political turmoil dinged
who
seemingly
knocked
down
every
the
cycle
in
the
air
and
completing
floor
ladies Alumni game against a team
shot. The scrimmage ended with the the dunk was more than enough job growth in October and expect it will result in slower
of
sorority
girls.
Morgan
Duncan,
7 PM - Salsa Lessons @ UC Exhibit Hall A
Natalie Kelly and Francheska Nimes white side in a firm lead over the blue to crown Justin Ward as this year's economic growth for the remainder of the year. The
White House's Furman said it was already apparent in
led a crew of talented girls up and side, with only the men's scrimmage dunk champ.
Tuesday, October 29
finish
the
blue
vs.
white
debate.
Make
sure
to
mark
your
to
the data.
down the court as they blanked the
2 PM - Tasty Tuesday @ UC Entrance
The
men's
scrimmage calendars for the home openers "Prior to the shutdown, the four-week moving average
sororities in a short scrimmage.
of the men and women. The ladies of (first-time unemployment) claims fell to 305,000, the
There were some chances to
Wednesday, October 30
attention
of
the
Blue
and
White
open up against Hiwassee on Nov. lowest level since May 2007. But initial claims spiked in
break the shutout, but an invisible
fans
as
he
dazzled
onlookers
with
12 at 5:30 p.m. while the men will the first two weeks of October," he said.
7 PM - WSOC vs. North Alabama @ Charger Park
lead covered any possible scoring
his abilities on the court. Just as it host Fort Valley State on Nov. 9 at 2
The October jobs report also has been delayed,
chances for the challengers.
Thursday, October 31
with a release date now for Nov. 8 as statisticians try to
Following
that,
the seemed the game would end in a p.m.
make up for a lost half-month of data collection.
fraternities of UAH banded together 68-68 tie, the team in Blue threw the
7 PM - RUF Large Group @ UC Lower Level

Midnight madness
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Do anti-bullying

Job Rates
Continued

programs teach kids
how to be bullies?

By Kevin G. Hall
McClatchy Washington Bureau

By Jenn Savedge
Mother Nature Network (mnn.com)
Bullying has been a buzzword
in schools and around family
dinner tables in recent years.
As more and more bullies have
been "caught on tape" inflicting
their damage, parents
have
..ove
Ka.c.,u>
upped the pressure on schools to
create and promote anti-bullying
programs intended to thwart the
behavior. But are these programs
just giving the bullies new ideas?
A new study has found
that anti-bullying programs may
actually be increasing bullying
at the schools that utilize them.
In the study, researcher and
criminologist Dr. Seokjin Jeong
from the University of Texas at
Arlington looked at bullying data
from 7,000 students across all 50
states. He thought that his study
would yield the obvious results,
that schools with active antibullying programs would have
fewer reports of bullying than

the spirit competition during a basketball game his
sophomore year. After winning the competition,
the Blue Crew, whose goal it is to get students to
attend athletic events and show their school spirit,
asked him to join. Reed joined Blue Crew, and has
made it his goal to get more students involved by
showing his Charger pride ever since.

schools without such programs.

good.
But what Jeong found
"The
schools
Wl,h
shocked
him.
The
study interventions say, 'You shouldn't
concluded that students at do this,' or 'you shouldn't do
schools
with
anti-bullying that.' But through the programs,
programs
are
actually
aciuany more likely the students become highly
M.uy.ams
to be bullied than students at exposed to what a bully is and
schools that dont focus heavily they know what to do or say
™
on thwarting bullying. It also when
when questioned by parents
found that students at schools or teachers," said Jeong in
with no bullying programs were a statement released by the
less likely to become victims.
university.
Jeong noted in his
As
schools
decide
research, which was published in a
course
of
action
for
the Journal of Criminology, that October's
National
Bullying
some of the videos and materials Prevention
Month,
Jeong
used
during
anti-bullying urges administrators to move
programs may actually teach beyond individual risk factors
kids new methods of bullying and focus on systemic change
using texting and social media within the schools His remrt
or encourage wanna-be bullies also
also recommends
recommends that
that school
to try out new techniques. His officials "better identify the bullyreport concludes that some anti- victim dynamics in order to
bullying programs may actually develop prevention strategies
be causing more harm than accordingly."

e introduces iPad
Air, iPad Mini with Retina
D

r

„ „

.

)eremy C. Uwens, Patrick May and Troy Wolverton
San Jose Mercury News
Apple Inc. on Tuesday debuted
its newest iPad models in time
e hollday shopping season,
.a "ew nf[nf,and,th'"ner
u
Z
® tablet, dubbing
A
Mini itl u
L® '
„
Mini
,ts
bl9h-definition
Retina
display.
Apple CEO Tim Cook
bragged at Tuesday's launch
event that the iPad has surpassed
170 million sales since its 2010
introduction and accounts for more
than 80 percent of tablet usage. But,
he added, "This is just the beginning
for iPad."

company's vision for its Mac line of event last week with an invitation
personal computers.
that included the tagline, "We still
In addition to Blue Crew, Reed has been a part
"We have a very clear have a lot to cover." The event takes
direc,ion and verY ambitious goal" place just more than a month after
of the UAH Leadership Program. This program led
to Reed attending the LeaderShape Conference in
with Macs, Cook said before ceding Apple held a similar event to launch
tbe stage 10 software executive two new iPhones, the 5S and 5C,
Atlanta in 2012. A non-profit corporation formed in
"— •
•
Craig Fedenghi, who provided more and one day short of the anniversary
1998,
LeaderShape's
mission is to develop young
details on Apple's new PC operating of its last iPad launch event.
adults to lead with integrityTM, which it does by
system, called Mavericks in honor of
About 200 people lined up
hosting national sessions of the LeaderShape
the San Francisco Bay Area surfing outside the venue by 9 a.m. Pacific
Institute each summer. Reed proudly notes, "UAH
spot
.
time Tuesday morning, an hour
was the only school from the South represented
Federighi showed off the before the event was scheduled to
at LeaderShape. It was an awesome experience
new operating system, focusing on begin. On a foggy morning, those
its ability to extend battery life and awaiting entry were flanked by
where students from all over the country met to
use memory more efficiently to run television satellite trucks, Apple
share leadership ideas."
the system faster. Federighi also security and the company's public
announced that Mavericks will be relations troops. But the crowd was
Beyond Blue Crew and the Leadership Program, marketin^SL^e" PhilSlerTo
provided for free, a new twist from fairly quiet and subdued, without the
Reed was very involved in Homecoming as the introduce the iPad Air, which weighs
Apple, and is available for download zany antics seen ahead of previous
Consul of SGA,' including being the Midnight just 1 pound, the lightest full-sized on Macs dating back to 2007.
events.
Madness Master of Ceremonies. "Midnight tablet in the world, according to
Schiller followed Federighi
In 2012, Apple introduced
Madness," according to Reed, "is the biggest event Schiller- The previous full-sized iPad onstage to continue discussing the iPad Mini, which measures just
UAH puts on, and I am so proud to be such an wei9hed 1.4 pounds,
Apple's PC line, beginning with short of 8 inches diagonally and
The iPad Air' which has a updates for the MacBook Pro line
integral part of it." It was at Midnight Madness that .
competes with popular smaller
Reed was proclaimed UAH's 2013 Homecoming
^ ,°L$J"®ceives the of laptops. The 13-inch and 15-inch tablets such as Google's Nexus
MacBook Pro models will be juiced 7 and Amazon.com's Kindle Fire.
rem^"FaS^ed,h°Whefeitab0Ut,heReed
up with new Intel chips, and both Apple also surprised observers by
remarked First, I was nominated by Delta Zeta 5S. Schiller said the change will
received a $200 price cut, starting introducing a fourth-generation fullborority which was very surprising since I'm not double processing and graphics
at $1,299 and $1,999, respectively. sized iPad just seven months after
in a fraternity, but they said I had so much school performance from the previous The two laptops will be available
announcing the earlier iteration of
spirit that I should be nominated. Of course when iteration of the tablet computer. immediately.
the tablet, and the company sold 3
wi
I won, I was shocked. There were a lot of first-rate APP|e " continue to sell the iPad 2
Schiller also announced million tablets in the first three days
candidates. I am so honored to have been chosen wi,h a star1in9 Price of $399.
new details about Apple's high- of availability.
The iPad Mini receives the
King by my peers."
powered desktop PC, the Mac Pro,
While the majority of Apple's
Retina display that is already offered which was previewed at Apple's profits come from the iPhone, the
So what's next for Reed? "I don't 9
qraduate until °n !ull:sized jPads and some Mac Worldwide Developers Conference iPad has provided a steady flow of
Rnrinn of om* L .Ti !™
products, and also receives Apple's last June along with Mavericks, which income since its introduction in 2010,
Spring of 2015 Reed says. Until then III be doing new 64-bit processor. The new
has been in beta testing since then. though the company has faced
my oest to get everyone to come out and show screen arrives with a price bump for Mac Pro will have a new-generation
increasing competition as tablets
school spirit at the basketball games. It's all about the iPad Mini, which will now start at Intel Xeon processor with 4, 6, 8 or
challenge personal computers for
the Blue!"
$399; the previous iPad
Mini started 12 cores and the fastest memory consumer supremacy. Apple sold a
at $329, and it will receive a $30 ever in a Mac, with capability of up record 22.9 million iPads in the fourth
discount to a starting price of $299.
to 64GB. The Mac Pro, which will be quarter of 2012, when it launched
Both new iPads will debut assembled in the United States, will the iPad Mini just before the holiday
Nov. 1 and will be offered in two color only have flash storage, eschewing shopping season, but sales have
options; silver and white, and space hard drives for up to 1 terabyte of
dipped since: Apple sold 19.5 million
gray and black.
flash storage, and will sell for $2,999 iPads in the first quarter of 2013 and
Cook kicked off the event and up.
14.6 million in the second quarter,
Tuesday morning by praising the
Eddy Cue was next up in a year-over-year decline from 17
company's recent iPhone launch Apple's executive parade, showing million sales in the second quarter of
and iOS update, and discussing the off new options in Apple's popular 2012.
professional
software
offerings
In 2013, Apple's market
Staff of the Charger Times
iMovie, iPhoto, Garage Band and share in tablets dropped below 50
the iLife and iWork suites, which percent for the first time since the
received updates to match Apple's iPad originally launched, according
Editor in Chief Gage Smythe
new mobile and PC operating to tracking company IDC, as cheaper
Business Manager Jacquline Mahaffey
systems. The programs will be tablets based on Google's Android
offered free with the purchase of operating system have proliferated.
Layout Editor Leon Kennedy
any new Apple device, and previous The market is still booming, though:
Arts and Leisure Editor Rachel Palazzo
owners can update their software for IDC expects more tablets shipments
free starting today.
than PCs this holiday season for the
Campus News Editor Melissa Berry
The
Cupertino,
Calif., first time.
company announced Tuesday's
News Editor Lucas Stewart

A bright spot in Tuesday's report was a tenth
of a percentage point dip in the unemployment rate
down to 7.2 percent, the lowest since December 2008
when the financial crisis was in full bloom. The rate
of participation in the labor force stayed the same in
September, meaning that the tick down in the jobless
rate was due to more hiring, not workers exiting the labor
force That was especially true for younger workers.
"One encouraging note is the sharp move lower
in youth unemployment, where the unemployment rate
for 16-19 year olds has dropped from 23.7 percent in July
t0 21-4 percent in September, which has been driven
by risin9
employment rather than falling participation,"
noted economists John Ryding and Conrad DeQuadro's
at RDQ Economics, in an investment note Tuesday.
There were also some positive signs within the
mix of jobs created in September. The long-suffering
construction sector added 20,000 jobs last month, and
retailers added almost 21,000 workers ahead of the start
of holiday hiring.
"The pace of growth in retail hires has
slowed, similar to what the rest of the labor market is
experiencing," Jack Kleinhenz, chief economist for
the National Retail Federation, said in a statement.
"Americans need to believe we are on a solid path out
of this
this ,roubled
troubled economy
and so
they havent
of
economy and
30 far,
,ar',hey
h^en<t been
h®9"

g^n any reason to believe that, thus impacting their
spending decisions and retailers' ability to increase their
payrolls."
Professional and business services, a largely
white-collar sector with higher salaries, saw an increase
of 32,000 jobs, and temporary help services, often a
harbinger of future hiring, rose by more than 20,000.
On the downside, however, leisure and
hospitality was a job-losing sector in September,
shedding 13,000 workers. That's troubling because
this sector is sensitive to changes in spending by
businesses, and suggests companies could be pulling
back on employee travel.
The healthcare sector, always a job adder, grew
by an anemic 6,800 positions last month, well below its
trend. And manufacturing, a labor-intensive sector, saw
employers add just 2,000 positions in September.
"It's clear that manufacturers continue to be
hesitant to add new workers," said Chad Moutray, chief
economist for the National Association of Manufacturers.
The soft September report and shutdown~
related delays ...
in October
data collection aio
are loauiliy
leading
economists to expect that the Federal Reserve will hold
off any reduction of stimulus for the U.S. economy until
next year.
Chairman Ben Bernanke last June said the
Fed could begin tapering back its $85 billion a month of
unconventional purchases of government and mortgage
bonds. The effort is designed to stimulate risk taking,
and the removal of its effect has been called the taper.
Bernanke shocked the markets last month by holding off
on a taper, and the same is expected next week at the
Fed's two-day meeting that ends Wednesday.
"We view the subdued pace of job growth, the
impact on GDP from the shutdown, potential for another
round of fiscal problems in the first quarter of next year
and the current low level of inflation as reasons the Fed
will likely defer tapering until early in the first quarter of
next year," Jared Franz, an economist with investment
giant T. Rowe Price, said in a note to investors.

Apple's iPad family
Apple, Inc. unveiled a Retina iPad Mini and the iPad Air,
a thinner, faster full-size iPad.

New models

Slimmer,
faster
model; both
models
available in
two color
combinations

With
Retina
display

1st gen.
April 2010

2nd gen.
March 2011

Discontinued

Available

Wi-Fi, 3G
released later

Front, rear
camera added

3rd gen.
March 2012
Discontinued
Retina display

Mini
Mini

1st gen.
Nov. 2012
Available

4th gen.
Nov. 2012
Discontinued
128 GB
model added

IPad sales By quarter, in millions of units

2010
Sourco: AppJo

2011

2012

Graprtc: Melina YingBng

Website Foul-Up
Continued

Sports Editor
Adviser
Staff Writers

Taylor Reed
Dr. Clarke Rountree
Ashley Baker, Melissa Berry, Ashley
Cain, Charlotte Cain, Jeff Carr,
Samuel Gibby, Sara McMahan,
Megan Roman, Paul Sorrells, David
Vail

By Anita Kumar and Tony Pugh
McClatchy Washington Bureau
be delayed or defunded led to the partial shutdown
of the federal government, but the bill that reopened
the government last week after 16 days included no
substantive changes to the program.
Republicans criticized the White House event.
"If the president is frustrated by the mounting
failures of his health care law, it wasn't apparent today,"
said House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio. "Americans
are looking for accountability, but what the president

Sports
UAH men split
the weekend
By Sara McMahan
The University of Alabama in Huntsville's
men's soccer team split the weekend falling to West
Alabama on Friday and bouncing back Sunday against
West Florida.
The loss made the Chargers fall a point behind
West Alabama in the Gulf South Conference standings,
putting the men third among schools eligible to participate
in postseason play. The blue and white controlled play
throughout the majority of the first half of the contest,
having three shots land on frame from Esra Arnason,
Isleifur Gudmundson and Ryo Suzuki within the first 45
minutes. The second half was more even between the
two sides but it was only West Alabama who was able
to find the back of the net, not once but twice to give the
2-0 final score.
The Chargers turned the weekend around
Sunday as they bounced back in a 1-0 win over No.
21 West Florida. The contest remained scoreless until
the second overtime period when Hermann Bjornsson
found Anthony Benitez who fired it home to give the final
score.
The Chargers will travel Rome, Ga., on Friday
to face Shorter at 6 p.m. The Chargers only have three
regular season games left. All of their remaining games
are conference matchups key in determining their
ranking going into postseason play.

Prime position: Tide,
Seminoles are 1-2 in
first BCS standings

By Clark Spencer
The Miami Herald
In Tuscaloosa, Ala., and in Tallahassee, Fla., the initial
news was good Sunday.
Alabama and Florida State held the top two
positions in the first Bowl Championship Series standings
that were released Sunday and, if they maintain their
spots, would play for the national title in Pasadena,
Calif., on Jan. 6.
"We haven't won anything. We haven't done
anything," FSU coach Jimbo Fisher said Saturday
after the Seminoles pounded then-No. 3 Clemson 5114 in Death Valley. "But the next games get bigger and
bigger."
And he's right.
Even if the Seminoles win out, Oregon could
pass them because of a stronger strength of schedule
the rest of the way. Only once before in the 15-year
history of the BCS have the top two teams at the start
remained there through the end of the season: in 2005
when Southern Cal and Texas were always 1-2.
The BCS is a composite ranking of teams
based on votes in the USA Today and Harris polls, as
well as six computer calculations.
The Seminoles ranked No. 1 withthe computers,
but No. 3 in the USA Today poll of coaches. Oregon is
No. 3 in the BCS poll - No. 2 in the human rankings, just
in front of FSU - because of a less favorable verdict from
the computers.
The 'Noles aren't the only unbeaten Florida
school with national title hopes.
Miami, thanks to a brutal weekend for a handful
of top-10 teams, climbed to No. 7 in both the BCS
and The Associated Press polls. It is the highest the
Hurricanes have been ranked since the 2005 season
when they made it as high as No. 3.
Not everyone is sold on Miami as an elite
team, though. "Miami, we saw them (barely edge North
Carolina on Thursday), and the Hurricanes looked awful
and somehow moved up five spots (in the coach's poll),"
said ESPN college football analyst Rece Davis. "Survive
and advance is what Miami did."
Five teams in the top 10 lost Saturday, opening
the door for UM. The Canes and Seminoles square off
Nov. 2 in Tallahassee.
With the Florida Gators dropping out of the Top
25, UM is the last remaining ranked team left on the
Seminoles' schedule. FSU could also face No. 14 (BCS)
Virginia Tech - if not another showdown with UM - in
the Atlantic Coast Conference Championship Game in
December.
Oregon has games remaining against three
teams currently ranked in the AP Top 25, including No. 6
Stanford.
Still, Fisher and the Seminoles were beaming
after Saturday's statement win at Clemson. "We have
a heckuva team," Fisher said. "We've got a lot of ball to
play, and if we keep taking care of business, the country
will see, and we'll get to where we got to go. I'm not
scared to play anyone."
While Saturday's first BCS rankings were
cause for joy in Tallahassee, the folks in Tuscaloosa
have grown accustomed to the Crimson Tide's lofty
status. Alabama has won the past two national titles.
After Alabama, Florida State and Oregon,
a couple of other unbeaten teams - Ohio State and
Missouri - round out the top five in the BCS.
This is the final year of the BCS, which will give
way to a playoff next season.

to secure
victory over
the weekend
Bv Sara McMahati

SEC Mayhem
By Derek Williamson
Week 8 of college football
provided plenty of surprises in the
SEC. Eight teams were ranked
coming into the week and five of
them lost on'Saturday. Three of
those losses were to unranked
opponents. The chaos comes as
the first BCS rankings of the year
are released.
Perhaps
the
biggest
winner of the weekend was No.
14 Missouri, who defeated No. 22
Florida by a score of 36-17. With
James Franklin out, Missouri was
led by Maty Mauk at quarterback,
who threw for 295 yards and
a touchdown in his first career
start. Missouri forced three
turnovers, extending its streak of
takeaways to an FBS-leading 37
straight games with at least one
takeaway/ Florida had its streak
of 13' consecutive conference
games allowing,20 or fewer points
snapped. With division favorites
Florida, Georgia and South
Carolina all losing this week,
Missouri now sits in the driver's
seat of the East. If the Tigers can
beat South Carolina next week,
Missouri fans can begin planning
their trip to Atlanta for the SEC
Championship. Missouri moves
to No. 5 in the BCS, while Florida

drops out of the top 25.
Vanderbilt beat No. 15
Georgia in Nashville for the first
time since 1991. Vandy scored 17
unanswered points in the fourth
quarter with backup quarterback
Patton Robinette at the helm,
beating the Bulldogs 31-27.
Georgia blew a 27-14 lead it had
with 6:24 left in the third quarter.
Vandy outgained Georgia 337221 in total yards and won the
time of possession 35:10-24:50.
Georgia has dropped out of the
top 25, while Vandy remains
unranked.
Tennessee defeated No.
11 South Carolina by a score
of 23-21. Michael Palardy's
game-winning field goal was
set up by a spectacular 39-yard
catch by Marquez North. South
Carolina now faces concerns
abbut
quarterback ' Connor
Shaw, who left the game with
an injury late in the game. The
win ends Tennessee's 19-game
losing streak against ranked
opponents. Tennessee remains
unranked, while South Carolina
drops to No. 21 in the BCS.
No. 24 Auburn traveled to
College Station and shocked No.
7TexasA&M.TheTigersdefeated
the Aggies in a shootout, winning

45-41.
Auburn
quarterback
Nick Marshall played with great
effort, accounting for two passing
and two rushing touchdowns.
Auburn outgained the Aggies
on the ground 379-133. Johnny
Manziel led the Aggies with four
touchdown passes, all of which
went to receiver Mike Evans.
Auburn has orchestrated quite
the turnaround from its 3-9 record
with zero conference wins a year
ago. BCS standings have Auburn
moving to No. 11 and Texas A&M
dropping to No. 16.
Ole Miss defeated No.
6 LSU 27-24. Coming into the
game, Ole Miss had lost three
in a row and nine of its last 11
games against LSU. The Rebels
outgained the Tigers 525-388
in total yards. LSU quarterback
Zach Mettenberger came into the
game with just two interceptions
thrown, but he was picked off
three times against an Ole
Miss defense that was stout
throughout the night. Ole Miss
quarterback Bo Wallace was
impressive, completing 30 of 39
passes for 346 yards through
the air. LSU drops to No. 13 in
the BCS, while Ole Miss remains
unranked.

Auburn's Marshall downplays role
in rally past Texas A&M
By Ryan Black
Columbus Ledger-Enquirer
re Mason can't really describe it.
There's something about
Nick Marshall that makes him
so poised, so unaffected by the
magnitude of any situation. Auburn's
junior quarterback thrives under
pressure, for one reason or another.
Mason wasn't sure how
Marshall does it, but the junior
running back wasn't going to
complain.
"There are some things you
can't coach," he said. "Some of the
things he does, it's just instinct and
God-given talent. Some things like
that, I don't even know (what) to call
them."
Marshall, as is his nature,
downplayed taking too much of the
credit for Auburn's 45-41 victory over
No. 7 Texas A&M. With the Tigers
trailing by 34-24 less than a minute
in the final period, the Tigers rallied
with Marshall leading the way. He
ran for one touchdown and helped
set up two more by deftly alternating
between his feet and his arm.
And for the second time
this season, the Georgia native led
the Tigers on a game-winning drive
late in the final stanza. Once Mason
bowled into the end zone, Auburn
had a 45-41 lead with 1:19 to play.
After a stop by the defense on the
Aggies' final drive, the Tigers had
their first road victory in more than
two years.
Nothing was particularly
special
about
the
go-ahead
possession, Marshall pointed out,
since the Tigers simply went out and
executed,
"We were able to gash
them a lot," he said. "We paced them
and we then knew we were going to
be the more conditioned team in the

second half, and it showed."
It was a stark contrast to
Auburn's final possession against
Mississippi State. Versus the Aggies,
the Tigers were run heavy; of the 13
plays they ran, 10 were runs. Versus
the Bulldogs,; the Tigers took the
opposite approach, throwing the ball
eight times in 12 plays, ending with
an 11-yard touchdown toss to C.J.
Uzomah.
The only similarity between
the two was Marcus Davis. The
freshman receiver gashed the
Bulldogs little-by-little, catching four
of Marshall's six completions. He
made one catch against the Aggies,
but he made it worthwhile, picking up
27 yards on third-and-nine to keep
the drive alive.
Head coach Gus Malzahn was wellaware of the play's enormity, calling
the pitch-and-catch "big."
"They "were playing zero
and putting everybody on the line of
scrimmage and they kind of bottled
us up a couple of times," he said. "
... Marcus made a great catch and
our quarterback made a very good
throw."
Marshall relayed how the
play unfolded through his eyes.
"I (saw) that they were low
on Sammie (Coates) and I knew
Marcus was going to have a step on
him," he said.
The fleet-footed Marshall
had a step on Texas A&M defenders
for the duration of the contest, running
for 100 yards and two touchdowns
on 20 carries. He showed no signs
of any lingering knee issues, which
forced him to miss Auburn's game
against Western Carolina a week
prior.
When asked about the

severity of the injury, he deemed it
was "nothing major." It was simply
tendinitis that got aggravated. Once
he got treatment for it, he was good
as new.
And Marshall wasn't afraid
to thank the person who helped him
regain his health.
"Drew
(Hamblin),
our
(assistant athletic) trainer, he worked
on me well all this week," Marshall
said. "I give a shout out to him,
because he really got my knee back
to 100 percent."
Who knows how Auburn
would have fared Saturday if
Marshall was in less-than-optimum
condition? Of course, that will be a
moot point for infinity. What's more
germane to now is the two clutch,
game-winning drives in he's had in
just seven starts at Auburn.
Malzahn has continued to
be impressed with his signal-caller's
maturation.
"For a guy that didn't go
through spring, that says a lot," he
said. "Mississippi State was a big
win at home, a lot of pressure. Then
on the road in one of the toughest
places to play in college football with
the environment and Nick did a great
job."
And
while
many
will
remember the game for more
Marshall heroics, the coach made
sure to emphasize that it was a team
effort through and through.
"The players deserve all
the credit," he said. "They've worked
extremely hard. They bought into
what we're doing. They play together,
they play for each other. We don't
have any individuals and its' a fun
group to coach right now."

The University of Alabama in Huntsville
women's soccer team was unable to secure a
victory in two key Gulf South Conference match
ups over the weekend.
The Chargers faced West Alabama on
Friday and No. 6 West Florida on Sunday. The
blue and white made several strong advances
as they fell 1-0 to UWA. The contest remained
scoreless for the entire first half even though three
Chargers fired strong shots in a 4 minute span in
the first 20 minutes of play. Sydnie Fiocca, Niina
Jetsu, Melody Dodd all had hopeful attempts to
help lead the offensive attack. Iris Gunnarsdottir
had six saves for the night only allowing one goal
for the night which found its way to the net in the
61st. minute of the game to give UWA the 1-0
advantage. UAH made another offensive attack
late in the game as Alex Petermann had a shot go
just wide of the goal, while Klaire Phillips and Dodd
had shots stopped by the UWA goalkeeper.
On Sunday, the Chargers were looking
to turn the weekend around as they hosted West
Florida. A strong performance from Gunnarsdottir
helped to keep the Argos from scoring more than
two points on the contest. Gunnarsdottir had 11
saves for the night only allowing UWF to score in
the 15th and 26th minute of the contest. The blue
and white tried to come back making a strong
offensive effort in the second half, but the Chargers
were unable to answer the Argos' 2-0 lead.
The UAH women plan to bounce back
next Sunday as they host Lee University in a GSC
matchup at 1 p.m. at Charger Park.

Arts and Leisure
Ivy's the
Soap: She
might be High
Maintenance if

Arrington Vineyards

A couple of Brits
bring American
slavery to liaht

By Ivy Heartson
Although I do not support stereotyping, sometimes
it is easy to determine if someone is high
maintenance. This article is designed to help you
spot these signs of high maintenance early on
and hopefully save your heart and wallet some
unnecessary pain.
She might be high maintenance if:

By Roger Moore
McClatchy-Tribune News Service

1.) She feels the need to carry around a small dog
everywhere she goes.
2.) She has to get her nails and/or hair done every
week.
3.) She only drinks a certain brand of water.
4.) She only buys designer brand everything.
5.) She takes more than two hours to get ready.
6.) She wears more makeup than a Rocky Horror
Picture Show character.
7.) Everything from her phone case to her room to
her car is in the color Pink.
8.) She makes you buy her clothes even when it is
not a holiday.
9.) She has not held a job for more than a month.
10.) She openly admits she wants to be a "trophy
wife."
11.) She idolizes the desperate housewives.
12.) She is going to college to get her "MRS"
Degree.
13.) Her hairspray costs more than your shirt.
14.) Her skin is turning leathery because of her
tanning bed addiction.
15.) The only drinks she will drink go by slightly
vulgar names.
16.) She throws a tantrum when she does not get
her way.
By no means are these the positive sure signs of
high maintenance but these are good indicators for
predicting such a case.

Disclaimer: Not a professional counselor or advice
giver. Do not go and breakup etc. based on this
column. I am just a person with an opinion to be
shared, take it as you will. This is not meant to be
offensive in anyway.

•

Courtesy of Rachel Palazzo

By Rachel Palazzo
When in Huntsville one will hear
many complain that there is nothing
to do here or that they would like
to get out of Huntsville for a day.
When one thinks about vineyards
and wine country, one does not
usually think of Nashville, Tenn., as
a place to go. Arrington Vineyards
is a vineyard owned by country star
Kix Brooks from Brooks & Dunn. It is
only about an hour and a half drive
from Huntsville and offers beautiful
scenery and delicious wine.
Arrington is open seven days a
week and is located right outside of
Nashville. It has rolling hills of vines
that overlook surrounding greenery
with picnic tables and wooden
swings for guests' enjoyment. Wine
tastings are free to those who are
of age to drink. Depending on how
busy the vineyard is, guests can
sample up to seven types of wine
including dessert wines made from
blackberries and raspberries. The
dessert wines are served with a
delicious dark chocolate truffle that
compliments the sweet fruity taste of
the wine.
After sampling wines, guests can
purchase a bottle of wine and/or a
variety of cheeses from the vineyard.
The vineyard will open the selected
bottle of wine and guests can enjoy

their purchase while taking in the
calming scenery from the vineyard.
Guests can also bring their own
picnic to enjoy with or without wine
from the vineyard.
I have had the pleasure of
visiting Arrington twice now. After
sampling a few of their wines I have
finally settled on a few favorites.
Red Fox Red is a dark red,
smoky flavored wine. It is on the
fruitier side but still remains probably
one of the drier wines that Arrington
offers. Red Fox Red would go well
with a nice brisket or hearty red meat
dinner and pairs well with smoked
Gouda cheese.
Arrington's Chardonnay was
my favorite white wine that I tasted.
It had hints of pear and was the
driest white wine they had to offer.
It was very flavorful and danced on
the taste buds. It would pair well with
seafood or poultry.
Arrington's Blackberry Dessert
Wine is my favorite dessert wine
they had to offer. It was a little
sweeter than the raspberry dessert
wine and pairs amazingly well with
the bitterness of dark chocolate. If
you like sweet wines, you are sure to
love this one.
For the wine connoisseur
Arrington also offers a wine club

for a special price. The wine club
members get a few extra choices
when wine tasting and special deals
on bottles of wine. The average price
for an Arrington Vineyard wine is
around $21 unless one goes for the
higher end special KB edition wine
(named for the vineyard's owner).
In addition to a wine club, Arrington
offers a variety of entertainment
especially during the summer. At
one point Kix Brooks came this
summer to perform and they had hot
air balloon rides. The only problem
is that during the nice days like the
summer weekends Arrington gets
super crowded and the wine tastings
are on a first come first serve basis.
Also, parking will be limited, but golf
carts usually run from the bottom of
the hill up to the main lodge area so
guests do not have to walk too far.
Arrington Vineyards offers a
unique experience for visitors. It
is definitely a place worth visiting,
especially when one needs a break
from Huntsville for a day. Also,
finding Arrington on a GPS can be
a little difficult, but they provide an
address and coordinates on their
website. There website is http://
www.arringtonvineyards.com/.

For more columns and extra tidbits visit Ivy's blog
at http://thesoapbyivy.blogspot.com/

Double Indemnity Benedict Cumberbatch plays
Assange — over Assange's protests
(1944)
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by Megan Roman
Graphic, violent and bursting with wry humor,
"Double Indemnity" remains a quintessential
example of the film noir thriller, as well as an
American classic.
Emerging after WWII, it depicts a shadowy world
full of less than heroic characters, who contrast
other inspirational movies of the time. The antihero,
top insurance salesman Walter Neff, is pretty much
doomed from the beginning - he falls in love with
a client's sexy blonde wife, Phyllis. She lures him
into a murder plot to kill her husband. The two
form a scheme to get rid of the guy and collect on a
double indemnity clause in the insurance contract.
The film gives plenty to talk about: Why does
smart, successful Neff throw his life away for
a scheming woman? In the end, he faces the
consequences for his actions, but seems fatalistic,
not apologetic. On the other hand, he does prevent
another murder.
The story is modeled on the real-life Synder/Gray
murder. The dialogue crackles throughout, but
my favorite hilarious treat is Neff's friend, claims
investigator Barton Keys who can smell a phony
insurance claim from miles away.

By Steven Rea
The Philadelphia Inquirer

Over the last year, between work on
the multitude of films and TV series
Benedict Cumberbatch seems to
be involved in ("12 Years a Slave,"
"August: Osage County," The
Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug,"
"Sherlock"),
the
British
actor
would find himself, now and then,
walking along Hans Crescent in the
Knightsbridge section of London. He
would pass the Embassy of Ecuador,
not far from the fabled Harrods
department store, and think about
dropping in.
Why not? He had a few
thoughts he could share with Julian
Assange, the WikiLeaks founder
who has been holed up inside the
embassy - and whom Cumberbatch
portrays in The Fifth Estate."
"Sadly, I did not go in," says
the actor, having just run the red
carpet for the Toronto International
Rim Festival premiere of his true-life
cyber-thriller. "I would have liked to
meet him. I don't know whether he'd
want to, though. And if it did happen,
I hope it would be a very private
event between two men who have
been very oddly drawn together in
this strange way."
When The Rfth Estate"
project was announced _ adapted
from the books "Inside WikiLeaks:
My Time with Julian Assange
and the World's Most Dangerous
Website" by Daniel DomscheitBerg and "WikiLeaks: Inside Julian
Assange's War on Secrecy" by
British journalists David Leigh and
Luke Harding _ Assange contacted
Cumberbatch and pleaded for him
to beg off. Neither book portrays
Assange in the most flattering light,
and the Australian-born hacker-

turned-journo-trailblazer was not
thrilled.
"It's no secret that we've
communicated,"
Cumberbatch
says. "We exchanged emails at
the beginning of the job. Not many.
Basically him saying, 'Please don't
do this film,' and me saying, 'This
is why I feel it's actually not a bad
thing, and I do want to do this film.'
And that's where that was left.
I have a real care for him
and his real-life situation, because
it is very precarious. But this is a
film, it's not a documentary, it's not
a piece of legal evidence. It's a
dramatization of a certain account
of events. There's a lot of caveats
there."
Directed by Bill Condon,
"The Fifth Estate _ opening in
theaters Friday _ is a whirligig of a
movie that traces Assange's rise
from Down Under upstart to whistleblowing guru to an international hot
potato caught in a sex scandal, and
sought by several governments,
including the United States, that
were not pleased by the release of
thousands of top-secret documents
on his website.
Along the way, Assange
seems
to
transform
from
idealist crusader to somewhat
meglomaniacal and paranoid figure.
Daniel Bruhl, who plays Formula
One racing legend Nicki Lauda
in "Rush," is Assange's early allyturned-disillusioned
ex-WikiLeaks
associate Domscheit-Berg.
If you've seen Assange on
YouTube, or in Alex Gibney's "We
Steal Secrets" documentary, and
then you watch Cumberbatch in
"The Rfth Estate," the mannerisms,

gait, rhythms of his speech, look
in his eyes, even his dance moves
(Assange is a terrible dancer) are
dead-on.
There's an intelligence, a
charisma, which you can't fake, and
Assange has that, and Benedict has
that, too," says Condon, the director
of "Gods and Monsters," "Kinsey"
and a little two-part endeavor called
The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn."
"It's a lot of work. That just
doesn't happen easily," the director
notes in a separate interview. "It's not
dissimilar to what I went through with
Ian McKellen in 'Gods and Monsters'
and Liam Neeson in 'Kinsey' _ British
actors who start on the outside and
then move in. The first thing is the
wig, and the teeth for Benedict, and
the frock, and the voice, obv'ously,
and then they go deeper and deeper
and deeper."
Condon was also struck by
the way his star handled the email
entreaties from Assange.
"Just imagine you've got an
actor who is that serious and who is
already in the process, in rehearsals,
and you're about to start shooting
_ his job, which he takes very
seriously, is to channel Assange, is
to become Assange. He's not Daniel
Day-Lewis, but he did become that
person," Condon says.
"So imagine you're doing
that, and then you open up your
computer, and the person you're
channeling _ your inner voice _ is
begging you not to do the film. It was
a really unique circumstance that he
was in, and I felt such compassion
for him. ... I thought it put a terrible,
really unfair strain on Benedict."

There's little justice in "12 Years a Slave." And there's
not a hint of "Django Unchained" revenge in it, no scenes
where a born-free New Yorker -m- kidnapped and
enslaved - shoots, slices or strangles his tormentors.
The film's star says that fitsthe man whose autobiography
it was based on _ Solomon Northup. Revenge Just
wasn't in his makeup.
"There's something about his humanity, his lack
of hatred even as he's writing about these awful things
that happen to him," says Chiwetel Ejiofor, who plays
him in the new film. "He was a person with a profound
love of life. Not in a skippy, happy way. He just loved
life in a deep, reflective way. That shimmers through the
entire autobiography. That was something I tried to add
to the script in my interpretation of him."
A searing, unblinking portrayal of one literate,
19th century black man's experience of a life in bondage,
"12 Years a Slave" is already an Oscar favorite, with
critics falling all over themselves to sing its praises.
"Epic," says Time magazine. "A great film," adds Time
Out New York. "Believe the Oscar buzz," raves the
Toronto Star.
It took two Brits - the London-bom son of
Nigerian parents (Ejiofor) and a director whose parents
were West Indian (Steve McQueen) to make a definitive
movie about slavery in America.
"I'm at the heart of the story, as are so many
people all over the world," says McQueen, whose
movies ("Hunger" about an IRA prisoner's hunger strike,
and "Shame," about sexual addiction) do not shy away
from the ugly. "My parents are from Granada, where
Malcolm X's mother was born. And my mother was bom
in Trinidad, where Stokely Carmichael, who coined the
phrase 'Black Power,' is from.
"Slavery wasn't just about shipping black
slaves to North America. My ancestors were dropped off
along the way to America. It was a global trade, with
repercussions and former slaves settling all around the
world. Part of that diaspora is my story."
Ejiofor, 36, would seem even further removed
from the story they're telling. A London native, an
acclaimed stage actor and a rising film star, with "Kinky
Boots," "Children of Men" and "2012" among his credits,
he was nevertheless drawn to the story McQueen felt
compelled to tell.
"I think every African person is connected
to slavery," Ejiofor says. "My family comes from the
southeast of Nigeria, the Igbo Tribe. I was in Nigeria,
shooting another film before making '12 Years a Slave.'
The last stop I made before heading out was to the
slavery museum in Calabar. You see the roll call of
people, hundreds of thousands of them, taken out of
Calabar. The next day, I took a flight to Louisiana, the
same place many of them were sent. It was eerie, in a
way. I've always felt deeply connected to what happened
there, and the lives they led in America."
Solomon Northup was a married, father of
two and a Saratoga, N.Y., musician. He was tricked
into taking a gig in Washington, D.C., and kidnapped in
1841.
Working with history meant both director and
star would have to go deep into research to make the
film. Despite all that's been written about slavery over
the decades, each found himself taken aback by some
comer of the institution that isn't common knowledge.
"We always think of slavery as this amorphous
experience," Ejiofor says. "You don't think of specifics,
little freedoms. The difficulty of obtaining a pen
and paper, how a bar of soap can have life or death
implications, the distinction between slaves who cut
timber and cut sugar cane and those who picked cotton.
Those industries could create completely different lives
on their respective plantations. The violence of one
wouldn't necessarily be present on the other."
McQueen, 43, was surprised by "how the
boundaries of slavery were sort of constantly moving.
For example, Mrs. Shaw (played by Alfre Woodard in
the film). She's married to a white slave owner. She
started out a slave, and now she owns slaves. There
were many slaves in the South, or former slaves, who
owned slaves. They were able, on occasion, to buy back
their relatives. The relationships were far murkier than
simple black and white. I had no idea of the complexity,
the things that were allowed here, not allowed there, the
ways the rules bent this way and that."
And most surprising of all to the director?
"How could I not have heard of this book? NO
ONE had heard of it! My wife found it. To me, this is
a story to rival and compare to Anne Frank. His story
became the story I had to tell."
Ejiofor sees "12 Years a Slave" as a chance to
not merely revisit the horrors of the past, but tomark how
the world has changed. In an age when everything from
personal liberty to instant communication, the rule of law
to freedom of movement is taken for granted, here's a
new appreciation of how hopeless people trapped in
slavery could feel and how extraordinary they had to be
to survive it.
"Northup's book is one of those great historical
documents that take you deep inside the slave
experience," Ejiofor says. "His voice is crying out from
the past. It's a gift from him to us, in the modem world,
to open these discussions of what it was really like."
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VVICK-H the Instigator & Archnemesis

SATURDAY 11.02.2013
VBC HUNTSVILLE AL
$22 DOORS 7:30PM ALL AGES
Tickets available at the VBC Box Office and Ticketmaster.com
This a standing room only show and WILL sell out! Get your tickets early!
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Viruses cause a host of problems on mobile
devices, including a loss of data. Protect yourself
and your data with updated anti-virus software.
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TIME LEFT:
Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS

Enjoy writing and looking
for extra cash?

1 10% donation
6 "12 Angry Men"
actor
10 Credit card bill
nos.
14 Lucy's landlady
15
code
16 Sodium
hydroxide, on a
chem test
171949 Olivia de
Havilland film
19Kathrynof HBO's
"Oz"
20 Dermatologist's
concerns
21 Rowboat
propeller
23 "Where _
sign?"
24 Cold drink brand
25 Home of the
Clinton
Presidential
Library
29 White House
tween
31 Delightful time
32 Singer Shore
33 Pope of 903
35VanCleef & :
French
jeweler/perfumer
36 Bead in a
necklace
40 Small sword
41 Corduroy ridges
42"_ Is Bom"
43 Double-helix
molecule
44 Coke and Pepsi
49 Sam's Choice,
eg52 Dramatic
opening?
53 Blackguard
54 Small pop group
55 When, in Act III,
Romeo cries, "O,
I am fortune's
fool!"
57 Course for
Crusoe?: Abbr.
59 Nitpick, and what
this puzzle's
circled letters
represent
62 Actor Jared
63 What NHL
shootouts
resolve
64 Mountain ridge
65 Galley order

By Gerry Wildenberg

66 Sound that fits
this puzzle's
theme
67 Outmoded
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Tuesday's Puzzle Solved

DOWN
1 Shape-fitting
game
2 Cayuga Lake city
3 Ph.D. hurdles
4 Dastardly chuckle
5 Gen. Robert
6 Train unit
7 Mineral resource
8 Stupefies with
drink
9
metabolic rate
10'Wheel of
Fortune" buy
11 The president,
vis-A-vis one
Thanksgiving
turkey
12 Autodialed
electioneering
tactic
13 Arab tribal
leaders
18 Map speck: Abbr.
22 Right, as a wrong
26 Lab assistant of
film
27 Greek cafe
28 Longtime Philbin
co-host
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30 Took in or let out
34 Andorra's cont.
35 Msg. to the whole
squad
36 Hand-held clicker
37 Current
38 Perjurer
39 Gorilla observer
Fossey
40 "Good Lovin'"
group, with "the"
43 Stop by
unannounced
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45 1998 British Open
champ Mark
46 Declares untrue
47 Warnings
48 "That's quite
clear"
50 Some gallery
statuary
51 Summer hrs.
56 English guy
58 Caught on to
60 Floral chain
61 AOL, e.g.

